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ContentsContents
Material stock / flow modelMaterial stock / flow model
1)Estimate material stocks accumulated as       

durable goods 
2)Estimate a) material flows among economic sectors 

b) flows between economic activities and the 
environment

Macroeconomic modelMacroeconomic model
1) Clarify the relationship between changes in 

socioeconomic structure (e.g., economic growth, 
industrial structure, life style changes, etc.) and 
the energy supply-demand structure

2) Estimate CO2 emissions with econometric method 
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Objective of Material Stock/flow ModelObjective of Material Stock/flow Model
With an increase of demands for goods, a lot of materials 
have been accumulated as durable goods in the society. 

How will these stocks change in the future?

How will these stocks affect the society?

→ 3 Viewpoints; Demand, Waste generation, Resource

IMPORT：97

From environment : Iron ore：12

RECYCLE :

Iron scrap

40

Iron scrap： 20

Waste：14

RECYCLE 

STOCKS: 

Durable goods

1,290

Total 
input
137

To stock：58

2000 EXPORT：45
Depreciation :

Final disposal：18
Scrap：6         
Iron ore：81
Goods：10

Scrap：6         
Goods：39

Stock change：-1
Depreciation :

Recycle：19
Unit：Mt
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ImportanceImportance of Estimation of Stockof Estimation of Stock
1.Estimation of Demand
Stocks affect the demand for goods. In the future, demand is 
given as a function of stock.

2.Waste Generation
A large amount of materials accumulated in a society as durable 
goods are expected to generate a large amount of wastes when 
these goods reach the end of their lifetimes. 

3.Resource
The materials contained in stocks can be treated as resources. 
Considering resource constraints, following points are 
important,
a) what quantities of what materials will be needed in both

stocks and flows in order to fulfill final demand in the future?
b) how should these resources be most effectively used?

( )Demand f Stock=
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Material Stock / flow ModelMaterial Stock / flow Model

Model description

Target Material
iron, wood, cement, aluminum 

Time Horizon
2000-2050

Sector and Goods
37 sectors and 37 goods  (tentative)
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MaterialMaterial FlowFlow

Final  Consumer
Goods

Investment Goods

Intermediate Goods

Sector
Households
Government

Waste

Recycling

Import Goods

Flow

Stock

Landfill Disposal

Import

Production 
Capital

Durable Goods
Capitals

Export Goods Export
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Basic Basic EquationsEquations
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MethodologyMethodology

Final Demand [¥] AIM/Material

Material Density

Input-Output 
Coefficient

Technical 
Coefficient

Material Flow [t]

Material Stocks [t]
Recycle [t]

Building
Dynamic Model

Stock of 
Building[m2]

Scenario

Depreciation of 
Stocks 

Depreciation Rate 
Waste 

Generation
Final Disposal

Change of component 
material of goods
Ex. Use aluminum to 
lighten car bodies

Technology innovation 
changes material I-O 
coefficient of sectors

Statistical Stock 
Model

[Past 20 - 30 years]

Final Consumption

Investment

Import/Export

Converter

Final Material

Demand [t]
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Main Data for Main Data for 
Material Stock/flow ModelMaterial Stock/flow Model

In this model, the concept of “material density” which 
is defined as material per unit  monetary amount is 
important. 

Bench mark year:
* Input-Output table [monetary term]
* Physical Input-Output date of each sector  

Historical data:  
[for estimation of stock in a bench mark year]
* Production statistic of each good 

or * Investment of each good
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Example of ResultsExample of Results（（SteelSteel））
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<Condition : try run>
*Demand : (Output of AIM/Material)*material density 
*75% of waste of iron is recycled. 
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Note : 
The relationship between demand and stocks are not considered. 
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Overview of Macroeconomic Model Overview of Macroeconomic Model 
Estimating CO2 Emissions with Econometric Method 

Significance
1) Reproduce changes in socio-

economic structure and the 
energy supply-demand 
structure in the past and 
explain the relationship 
among variables

2) Supplement the CGE model

Trade Factors, Monetary and Financial 
Factors, Population Factors, 

Oil Price, Coal Price, LNG Price, Taxes

Macroeconomic
Sub-Model

Energy Price
Sub-Model

New Energy 
Introduction
Sub-Model

Macroeconomic Indicators
Industrial Activity Indicators

Price Indices

Energy Supply-Demand Sub-Model

CO2 Emissions

Nuclear Power
Hydraulic Power
Energy Savings
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SubSub--ModelsModels

Macro Economy Sub-Model
– Generate a macro frame in which income 

distribution, production markets, labor markets, 
general prices, and other such elements are 
consistently balanced.

Energy Price Sub-Model
– Estimate secondary energy prices using import prices for crude oil, 

LNG, and other energy as well as domestic general price indices and 
other indicators.

New Energy Introduction Sub-Model
– Estimate the diffusion scale of new energy, such as solar power and 

wind power from such factors as the past record, new energy 
generation costs, competing energy prices, and so on.

Energy Supply-Demand Sub-Model
– Use the indicators of economic activity, price indices, and other 

such indicators obtained from the various models and estimate the 
final demand, primary energy supply, and CO2 emissions.

Trade Factors, Monetary and Financial 
Factors, Population Factors, 

Oil Price, Coal Price, LNG Price, Taxes

Macroeconomic
Sub-Model

Energy Price
Sub-Model

New Energy 
Introduction
Sub-Model

Macroeconomic Indicators
Industrial Activity Indicators

Price Indices

Energy Supply-Demand Sub-Model

CO2 Emissions

Nuclear Power
Hydraulic Power
Energy Savings
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Macro Economy SubMacro Economy Sub--ModelModel
Input: (1) foreign factors (world trade and crude oil prices)

(2) fiscal and financial factors (Gov.inv., tax, interest).
(3) population factors (pop.by each age group).

Output: (1) macro items (economic gr, goods price, IS balance)  
(2) production index by each industry type
(3) production volume by major industry

Block of
Demand Items

Block of 
Prices

Block of
Income 

Distribution

Population (15 to 64 years old)
Rate of Technical Progress

Oil Price

Block of
Industrial
Activity

Estimating the 
wholesale price index 
the consumer price 

index, and so on

Estimating the 
indicators of 

industrial activity

Estimating 
GDP

Estimating national 
income and disposable 

personal income
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Energy SupplyEnergy Supply--Demand SubDemand Sub--ModelModel

The final energy demand 
block calculates the total sum 
of final energy demand by 
energy source.
The energy conversion block
estimates the amount of 
energy input to meet the 
final energy demand.
The primary energy supply 
block estimates the primary 
energy, the final energy 
demand, and CO2 emissions.

The energy demand block of industry/private/transport sectors
estimates the energy demand of each sector.

Energy Demand
Block of

Private Sector

Energy Demand
Block of

Industry Sector

Energy Demand
Block of

Transport Sector

Macroeconomic Indicators
Industrial Indicators

Energy Prices

Energy Conversion
Block

Final Energy
Demand Block

Primary Energy Supply Block

CO2 Emissions
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Procedure of Model DevelopmentProcedure of Model Development
Preparing data over the past 30 years for regression analysis
– Parameters in econometric model is created on the basis of past 

statistical data. Actual historical values obtained over the long term 
are required.

Constructing theoretical models
– For an econometric model, structural equations (155) and 

definitional equations (220) are used to build a theoretical model.
Estimating parameters by regression analysis
– Parameters are estimated by means of regression analysis, such as 

the least square method and the maximum likelihood method.
Evaluating the performance of the models
– Final tests are conducted during a test period in order to evaluate 

the performance of the models. The final tests compare “the actual 
values” with “the estimated values”. The estimated values are 
obtained by using calculated values substituted for all variables 
except the initial values such as the predetermined endogenous 
variables and exogenous variables.
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Estimation and Actual ValueEstimation and Actual Value
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Example of ResultsExample of Results
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Thank you
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